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Shareholders Prevail as Dutch Court
Approves a Record-Breaking Settlement
By Anatoli van der Krans, Senior Advisor, European Investor Relations
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n July 2018, the Amsterdam Court of

financial collapse. Prior to the financial

Appeal approved a €1.3 billion collec-

crisis, Fortis participated (along with banks

tive settlement of claims by share-

RBS and Banco Santander) in acquiring

holders of the former Fortis (now Ageas).

ABN AMRO, a Dutch bank, for €72 billion.

This settlement is the largest shareholder

At the time, it was the largest-ever bank

collective action settlement ever in Europe,

acquisition. The transaction depleted

or indeed anywhere outside the US.

Fortis’s balance sheet just as the financial

Shareholders of Fortis brought the case

crisis began to emerge. On October 4,

pursuant to the Dutch Act on Collective

2008, the Dutch government took over

Settlement of Mass Claims (WCAM), a

Fortis’s operations, and required Fortis to

statute that provides for class-wide settle-

sell a majority of its assets to BNP Paribas,

ment of legal claims. One of several recent

a French banking group, for €16.8 billion

securities cases approved by the Amster-

($23 billion USD), a small percentage of

dam Court of Appeal, it confirms the via-

Fortis’ worth. Shareholders lost billions

bility of WCAM to resolve transnational

on their investments in Fortis and blamed

disputes, and is encouraging to investors

Fortis, certain of its directors and officers,

who purchase shares outside of the

and underwriters of certain offerings for

United States.

misrepresenting: (i) the value of its collat-

Background of the Fortis action

1

eralized debt obligations; (ii) the extent to
which its assets were held as subprime-

The settlement arose from shareholder

related mortgage backed securities; and

litigation filed against Fortis, an insurance

(iii) the extent to which its decision to ac-

company, in Belgium, the Netherlands,

quire ABN AMRO had compromised the

and elsewhere following the 2007/2008

company’s solvency.
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Volkswagen Litigation Update

The Act On the Collective
Settlement of Mass Claims

WCAM continues to provide important shareholder opportunities in several high

In 2005, the Netherlands enacted WCAM.

profile cases, including the ongoing securities litigation against Volkswagen in con-

WCAM is distinct from US class actions

nection with “Diesel-gate” or the scandal in which Volkswagen was found by regu-

in two key ways: (i) WCAM cannot be

lators to have lied about emissions for several of its vehicle models.

used to litigate claims on a class-wide

As a result of ‘Diesel-gate,’ investors have filed a number of cases in Germany and

basis, but only to settle them, and (ii)

other jurisdictions, including the US. Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossmann LLP

class members do not need to decide

serves as the court-appointed Lead Counsel in the Volkswagen American Depository

whether to opt out until after objections

Receipt-related class action in the United States. The establishment of the BLB&G-

to settlement have been filed and the

supported Volkswagen Investor Settlement Foundation (the VW Foundation), pro-

court has approved settlement.

vides a vehicle for Volkswagen investors in Europe to achieve a comprehensive and

WCAM assumed a truly international

global resolution of their claims for recovery of damages on all publicly traded se-

scope after its use in connection with two

curities of Volkswagen without initiating formal litigation. At the same time, the VW-

high-profile collective investor actions:

Foundation provides a road for Volkswagen to ‘global peace.’ The VW Foundation is

the $381 million settlement between

being led by a prominent board of trustees and professionals that is unparalleled in

shareholders and Royal Dutch Shell (an

terms of influence, experience, and reputation.

Anglo/Dutch company) in 2009; and the

Additional information can be found on the VW Foundation’s website at:

$58.4 million settlement involving Con-

http://volkswageninvestorsettlement.com.

verium Holding AG (a Swiss company) in
2012. Even though both settlements involved significant numbers of non-Dutch

Although the US accounts
for 96 percent of securities
litigation recoveries
globally since 1995, this
case underscores the
potential of non-US
jurisdictions to recover
fraud-related investment
losses.

In the past, global securities problems of

shareholders (as few as three percent of

this type had often been resolved in US

shareholders in Converium were Dutch),

courts under the federal securities laws.

the Amsterdam Court of Appeal upheld

However, in 2010, the US Supreme Court

jurisdiction over the global classes and

held in Morrison v. National Australia

approved both settlements. For many, the

Bank that the federal securities laws

Converium case proved the viability of the

apply only to misstatements or omis-

Netherlands as a global settlement hub.

sions made in connection with the purchase or sale of: (i) securities listed on a

The Ageas (Fortis) settlement

US exchange; or (ii) any other securities
in US transactions. Thus, persons who
had purchased securities of Fortis (a Belgian/Dutch issuer) in non-US transactions
could not pursue their claims under the
US securities laws. Investors, however,
were not without recourse and were able

There are several important lessons to
be learned from the Amsterdam Court of
Appeal’s decision approving the €1.3 billion Ageas collective settlement, and the
settlement has distinct implications for
future settlements under WCAM.

to file an action under WCAM in the

First, the Court held that differences in

Netherlands and Belgium.

compensation for aggrieved shareholders could not depend solely on whether a
class member was active or inactive in
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pursuing litigation. This bodes well for in-

fees and reimbursements requested by

vestors who wish to seek relief, but who,

class representatives when considering

for various reasons, may not wish to take

class settlements.

a leadership role in litigation or settlement proceedings. For those investors
that do take a leadership role, there is,
however, now precedent for monetary
“incentive awards” for such leadership.
The Court did not object to incentive
awards for lead or active claimants as
long as those awards were related to the
claimants’ reasonable costs and expenses
and as long as the court was informed of
any expenses incurred and fees awarded
to representative organizations.
Second, the settlement provides a recovery not only to investors who purchased
Fortis shares during the relevant period
of alleged misrepresentations, but also to
those who purchased shares prior to that
period and merely continued to hold
them during the time of misrepresentations (the “Holders”). The Holders, however, will receive a smaller settlement
amount compared to stock purchasers
during the relevant period. This decision
marks the first time the Court has addressed Holders’ claims. In future adversarial proceedings (as opposed to this
non-adversarial settlement proceeding),
the Court may have room to take a different tack regarding Holders’ claims.
Third, the Court stated that any fee agreements must be part of the court’s review
of a proposed WCAM settlement, regardless of whether the parties have expressly
included fee provisions in the settlement

Conclusion
As discussed above, the Fortis settlement
is the largest shareholder collective
action settlement ever outside the US. If
the settlement had taken place in the US,
it would have been among the ten largest
US securities class action lawsuits settlements ever. Although the US accounts for

The Fortis settlement is
the largest shareholder
collective action settlement ever outside the US.
If it had taken place in the
US, it would have been
among the ten largest
US securities class action
settlements ever.

96 percent of securities litigation recoveries
globally since 1995, this case underscores
the potential of non-US jurisdictions to

Fortis Settlement Compared
to Top Ten US Settlements

recover fraud-related investment losses.
Enron: $7.242

The Amsterdam Court’s decision confirms that WCAM remains a viable way to
settle — on a transnational, opt-out basis

WorldCom: $6.194 billion

— potential securities and other claims
that might not be litigable or resolvable

Cendant Corporation: $3.319 billion

on a class-wide basis in many countries.
The potential availability of a Dutch

Tyco International: $3.2 billion

forum has become more important post-

Morrison as the United States has re-

AOL Time Warner: $2.5 billion

treated from serving as an international
dispute-resolution jurisdiction. WCAM
thus provides shareholders with a much-

Bank of America: $2.425 billion

needed alternative route to resolve
transnational problems that cannot be

Household International: $ 1.575 billion

settled or litigated in US courts.
Anatoli van der Krans is BLB&G’s Senior

Fortis: $ 1.474 billion (€ 1.3 billion)

Advisor for European Investor Relations.
He is based in Amsterdam. He can be

Nortel Networks (1): $1.143 billion

reached at anatoli@blbglaw.com.
Royal Ahold: $1.100 billion

documents. The Court’s demand for transparency on fees and funding arrangements

Nortel Networks (2): $1.074 billion

is somewhat similar to the information
that US courts request about attorneys’
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